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Mod1 Assignment – Data Summary

The course Wiki sums up the assignment details –
scope, formatting, length, etc.



Module 1 Data Summary

thorough summary of your data and figures with supporting text –

include context so that a scientifically literate reader can understand 
the work and its broader implications

The figure format is similar to a scientific journal article, but the 
traditional Results and Discussion sections are to be condensed into 

succinct bullet form accompanying each figure

you will complete the assignment with your lab partner



Data Summary Due Dates

Draft data summary – due Saturday, March 18th by 10 PM

Submissions read by instructional staff with feedback and a 
preliminary grade, which can be improved in a revised report

Comments provided by March 22nd

Data summary revision – due Monday March 27th by 10 PM

Instructions on how to incorporate changes are posted on the Wiki



Data Summary for Module 1
format and content guidelines – see Wiki



Data Summary for Module 1
scientific abstract

Please review Title and Abstract slides from
BE Comm Lab workshop



Background and Motivation
suggested topics or figures

Topic: Introduce and discuss the importance of chemical probes in 
biology, research, and/or medicine

Topic: Introduce and discuss the utility of small-molecule microarrays 
(SMMs) to find putative ligands

Topic: Introduce and discuss the roles of MAX in biology and/or disease

What are Max’s roles?
Why is it an interesting protein from a therapeutic perspective?
Which functions of MAX would you like to perturb?

Topic: Discuss your experimental goal

Schematic: Experimental approach - clear and simple summary of your 
strategy  (something similar in scope to Wiki figure)



Results and Interpretation
suggested topics or figures

Protein purification
Schematic: Experimental design
Topic: MAX protein purification

Figure: Image of polyacrylamide gel

Figure: Graph or table displaying cell protein concentration

Small-Molecule Microarray Screen
Schematic: Experimental approach

Topic: Identification of positive hits

Figure: Graph or table comparing hit metrics
Topic: Chemical structure comparison (useful to include identifier)

Figure: Images of positive hits (individual spots that correspond to hits)



Nice example of a figure: Please include captions, labels



of the SMM assay, we incubated the peptide with gentle
agitation for 60 minstwice as long as required for typical SMM
binding experimentssand probed its oligomeric state by
SDS-PAGE. As shown in Figure 1b, at micromolar concentra-
tions, A!40 forms monomers and dimers, but at concentrations
1.17 µM or lower, only monomeric bands are seen. This is
consistent with previous reports that the critical concentration
of amyloid aggregation occurs in the micromolar or high
nanomolar range.53,54

These results suggest that fluorescently tagged A!40 is largely
monomeric in solution at the concentration (185 nM) and
incubation conditions used for SMM screening. Therefore, initial
encounters between the immobilized small molecule and the
peptide are likely to occur with the latter in its monomeric form.
After the first peptide binds an immobilized small molecule and
becomes attached to the surface, further copies may be recruited
to aggregate onto this immobilized complex.

The SMM Screen Identifies Compounds That Bind A!. The
SMM assay was used to screen two collections of compounds.
The first collection contained natural product and commercial
synthetic compounds (NPC), while the second contained a
library of compounds from a diversity-oriented synthesis (DIV).
A total of 17905 compounds were screened, and all assays were
performed in triplicate. Compounds that bound fluorescently

Figure 2. (a) The SMM binding screen. Compounds are covalently attached in an array of spots on the surface of a slide, and probed with fluorescently
tagged A! peptide. Those compounds that bind A! and withstand several washes are revealed as fluorescent spots. (b) Fluorescent read-out of the NPC-
SMM slide following incubation with fluorescent A!40. Enlargement of a grid section shows compound 2002-H20 binding the peptide (false-colored red)
as well as fluorescent dyes used in grid alignment (false-colored green and red) and nonfluorescing DMSO control spots. The structure of 2002-H20 is
shown with isocyanate-reactive functional groups colored red to indicate the positions available for attachment to the slide. Because two functional groups
(an amine and a phenol) are available for cross-linking, the population displayed on the surface is assumed to include molecules displayed in more than one
orientation, with some exposing the amine and others exposing the phenol for interaction with A!. (c) Three replicate SMM screens of the NPC compound
set show that compound 2002-H20 binds fluorescently labeled A!40 reproducibly and consistently. (d) Histogram of the composite Z-scores of SMM
fluorescence results from 3 replicates of the DIV and NPC slides. Results are divided into 254 bins with compounds shown in blue and DMSO controls in
red. The green box surrounds bins for 79 assay positive compounds with composite Z-scores g 3.4.

Figure 1. The 10-20% Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE gels showing the
oligomeric state of fluorescently labeled A! under SMM agitation condi-
tions. (a) HiLyte Fluor 488-labeled A!42 (lanes 2-5) and HiLyte Fluor
647-labeled A!40 (lanes 6-9) after agitation for 30 min. (b) Fluorescently
labeled A!40 after 60 min agitation. Monomeric A! appears at ∼4 kDa.
Gels were visualized by silver staining.
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Abstract: The amyloid-! (A!) aggregation pathway is a key target in efforts to discover therapeutics that
prevent or delay the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. Efforts at rational drug design, however, are hampered
by uncertainties about the precise nature of the toxic aggregate. In contrast, high-throughput screening of
compound libraries does not require a detailed understanding of the structure of the toxic species, and can
provide an unbiased method for the discovery of small molecules that may lead to effective therapeutics.
Here, we show that small molecule microarrays (SMMs) represent a particularly promising tool for identifying
compounds that bind the A! peptide. Microarray slides with thousands of compounds immobilized on their
surface were screened for binding to fluorescently labeled A!. Seventy-nine compounds were identified by
the SMM screen, and then assayed for their ability to inhibit the A!-induced killing of PC12 cells. Further
experiments focused on exploring the mechanism of rescue for one of these compounds: Electron
microscopy and Congo red binding showed that the compound enhances fibril formation, and suggest that
it may rescue cells by accelerating A! aggregation past an early toxic oligomer. These findings demonstrate
that the SMM screen for binding to A! is effective at identifying compounds that reduce A! toxicity, and
can reveal potential therapeutic leads without the biases inherent in methods that focus on inhibitors of
aggregation.

Introduction

Considerable genetic and biochemical evidence indicates that
aggregation of the amyloid-! peptide (A!) plays a causative
role in the neurodegeneration, memory loss, and dementia
associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD).1-5 Although the
precise structure of the toxic aggregate is still under investiga-
tion, the major features of the “amyloid cascade” pathway are
understood: Proteolytic processing of the amyloid precursor
protein (APP) results in the extracellular release of the 4 kDa
A! peptide. Differential cleavage by secretase enzymes leads
to the formation of A! variants ranging in size from 39 to 43
amino acids, with the 40-residue A!40 and 42-residue A!42
peptides being the most prevalent.6-8 Compared to A!40, A!42
is more prone to aggregation,9 more neurotoxic,10 and more
closely correlated with symptomatic disease.2,11

A!42 is also the predominant component of the extracellular
plaque that has long been viewed as the pathological hallmark
of AD.12,13 While this insoluble plaque provides posthumous
evidence of the disease, numerous findings over the past decade
implicate earlier soluble intermediates as the neurotoxic agents.
A!-derived diffusible ligands (ADDLs) have been observed to
induce neuronal death in cell culture,14 and soluble A! oligo-
meric species are more closely associated with cognitive decline
in AD patients and synapse loss in transgenic mice than fibril
or plaque load.15-17 Most recently, a murine model in which
ADDLs were endogenously expressed with sequence mutations
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20.109: ‘By-eye chem-informatics’Perceiving similarities and differences between objects  



Embedded differences – the domain of computationPerceiving similarities and differences between objects  

Embedded similarities or differences not visually apparent  



I hope this is the last bit of the chemistry 
for 20.109 this semester!

cheminformatics helps probe and drug finders make sense of the tidal wave of information coming from their screens



Principal moment of inertia (PMI) plots 

rod

Principal Moments of Inertia (PMI) Plots: Sauer & 
Schwarz, J. Chem. Inf. Comp. Sci. 2003, 43, 987-1003
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20.109: ‘By-eye chem-informatics’Perceiving similarities and differences between objects  



Implications and Future Work
Why is your work impactful and what would you do next? 

Topic: What is the positive hit rate (%)? Is this consistent with similar 
research?

Topic: Do your hits share any common chemical structures?

If no, provide a putative explanation. 
If yes, how can you further test if this structure is important in binding?

Topic: How might you validate that your SMM positives are binders and 
measure quantitative affinity values for the protein-ligand interaction?

Topic: How can you use your MAX  binders to further research focused on 
this protein?

Topic: How might this method be improved?

Topic: How might this assay be used in the clinic? in industry?



A Note on References

Please make References a separate section at the end of the article

suggested format on the wiki:



Office Hours

Simple Questions: koehler@mit.edu

Office Hour Dates/Times (via zoom)

Monday, March 13th, 9-10am

Tuesday, March 14th, 9-10am

Friday, March 17th, 3-4pm

Friday, March 24th, 12-1pm

mailto:koehler@mit.edu



